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A strong decrease in the reflection coefficient of a film of a nonabsorb-
ing chiral nematic~cholesteric! is observed experimentally in the region
of selective reflection under the action of a powerful beam of circularly
polarized light. The independence of the effect from the average power
density~and its dependence only on the peak power density! allow it to
be attributed to an increase in the pitch of the cholesteric helix to such
a degree that it is completely unwound, an effect previously observed
only in static and low-frequency electric and magnetic fields, in the
strong field of the light wave. These are the first experiments in which,
on account of the specially chosen irradiation conditions, the changes
produced in the pitch of the helix by the field of the light wave can
accumulate over time, so that a nonthermal mechanism can be invoked
to explain the nonlinear brightening of a mirror made of a chiral nem-
atic. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~96!00406-9#

A nonthermal increase in the helical pitch of a cholesteric liquid crystal~CLC! with
a jump-like change produced in the reflection coefficient of the CLC by the action o
circularly polarized light wave under selective~Bragg! reflection conditions was calcu-
lated in Ref. 1. However, this effect has not been observed experimentally for light
spite of the fact that in Ref. 2 the unwinding of the cholesteric helix by electric a
magnetic fields was observed in static and low-frequency fields. The problem lies in
fact that the unwinding of the helix requires electric fields higher than 104 V/cm ~for a
helix with pitch ;0.6 mm! acting for a characteristic unwinding time of
; several ms. For example, in Ref. 3 powerful but short~15 ns! laser pulses were used
to achieve threshold fields. This made it impossible to observe the action of a strong
of a light wave predicted in Ref. 1 even for laser radiation intensities eight times hig
than in the calculations in Ref. 1. We note that virtually all experimental investigations
the nonlinear change in the optical characteristics of CLC mirrors have been perfor
for CLCs with absorbing additives, so that the shift of the selective reflection cu
occurred on account of photoabsorption and the subsequent heating; see, for exa
423 4230021-3640/96/060423-06$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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Refs. 4–7. Only in the series of works Refs. 8–10, where a change in the curvatu
nonabsorbing CLC mirrors under the action of cw laser radiation was observed,
asserted that the observed effect is not of a thermal nature but rather the result
increase in the pitch of the CLC helix in the field of the light wave. It should be noted
the decrease of the selective reflection coefficient of a CLC predicted in Ref. 1 was
observed in Refs. 8–10.

In the present work we observed a stable brightening effect for three nonabso
CLC mirrors as a result of a breakdown of the conditions of selective reflection un
irradiation with laser pulses with a high repetition frequency, so that several laser p
could interact with the CLC over the possible unwinding time of the cholesteric hel

Cholesteric liquid crystal mirrors made of a photochemically stable mixture of
nematic E7 and the chiral additive CB15~EM Chemicals!8–10 with maximum selective
reflection near the wavelengthl51.064 mm of the laser radiation employed in ou
experiments were used for the investigations. The mixture was purified under ‘‘c
room’’ conditions and did not absorb either at the fundamental laser frequency o
second harmonic. Planar orientation of the CLC was accomplished by different meth
For all mirrors the side of the glass cell with the anchored director was coated
polyimide and then rubbed. The cell side with the weakly anchored director was
rubbed but coated as follows: 1! in mirror No. 1 with polyimide; 2! in mirror No. 2 with
polyvinyl cinnamate followed by photoalignment; and, 3! in mirror No. 3 with polyvinyl
cinnamate followed by photoalignment, after which the glasses of the cell were spec
displaced. The thickness of the CLC layer in the sealed cells was equal to 12.8, 13.8
6.5mm, respectively.

The results of the spectrophotometric measurements of the transmission coeffi
of each of the three mirrors as a function of the wavelengthl for almost completely
circularly polarized radiation are presented in Fig. 1.

The nonlinear brightening of the CLC mirrors was investigated in two variants
free space with the laser radiation focused on the CLC film~the arrangement of the
experiment is displayed in Fig. 2! and in a laser cavity. The LTI-701 Nd:YAG laser coul

FIG. 1. Spectral transmittance of a CLC mirror~mirror No. 1 — dashed curve, mirror No. 2 — dotted curve,
mirror No. 3 — solid curve!.
424 424JETP Lett., Vol. 63, No. 6, 25 March 1996 Lukishova et al.
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operate in two modes: 1! cw and 2! pulsed with 500 ns pulses at a high repetitio
frequency~4.5 kHz!, with an acoustooptic shutter connected. In each mode the ave
output power of the radiation reaching the CLC film was equal to 0.3–1 W.

The transverse cross section of the light beam focused with a lens was regi
with a CID video camera with a controller. The waist diameters at the 1/e2 level, deter-
mined by computer analysis of the video image of the light spot, were;50–220mm so
that for 500 ns pulses the peak power density on the CLC film was equa
;106–107 W/cm2.

To investigate the CLC mirror as an output mirror in the cavity of the same las
quarter-wave plate (l/4) was inserted between the active element and the CLC.
change in the output power of the laser radiation during the action of the light radia
inside the cavity on the CLC mirror was monitored.

We observed an increase in the transmittance of the CLC mirrors in the free s
outside the cavity when powerful laser radiation with a pulse duration of 500 ns a
repetition frequency of 4.5 kHz was focused in the CLC layer. The transmittance o
mirrors increased from 5% up to 30–80%. The brightening appeared 1–10 min
irradiation~Fig. 3! depending on the peak power density of the incident radiation, wh
was different for each mirror. It is interesting that the effect did not depend on
average power density. Just as in Refs. 8–10, in the cw lasing mode we did not ob
any brightening, even with an average power density twice as high as in the regime
a high pulse repetition rate. Moreover, even in the high-repetition-rate mode we obs
the brightening effect only when the reflection occurred from the side of the CLC m
with the director anchored to the surface. We did not observe any bleaching in the
of reflection from the side of the cell with a CLC with a weakly anchored direc
~rotation of the cell by 180°). According to our measurements, the temperature sh
the selective reflection curve of the experimental CLC mixture is approxima
11 nm/ °C, i.e., to obtain a transmittance of;70% for CLC mirrors atl51.064mm the
prepared CLC mirrors must be heated to a temperature above 50 °C. We did not ob
any increase in the temperature of the cell containing the CLC.

In the case of weak bleaching it was observed that the transmittance of the
crystal returned into the previous state after the laser was switched off or after the
was switched into the cw mode, an effect which was easier to follow for CLC mirror
the laser cavity~Fig. 4!. The cw lasing was very stable. In the case of pulsed lasing w
a high pulse repetition rate, however, lasing was disrupted as a result of a decrease
reflectance of the CLC mirror. Switching back to the cw mode restored lasing~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 2. Experimental arrangement:1— Quartz polarizer,2— lens,3— power meter,4— photodiode,5—
avalanche photodiode and photomultiplier,6— glass light filters.
425 425JETP Lett., Vol. 63, No. 6, 25 March 1996 Lukishova et al.
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The restoration of the transmittance of the mirror is due to relaxation of the structur
the mirror to the equilibrium state of the initial planar texture.

The observed brightening of the CLC mirror can be explained on the basis o
model in which the pitch of the cholesteric helix increases in the electric field of lig
pulses with high power density;(1210)•106 W/cm2. Indeed, according to the calcu-
lations in Ref. 1, for a ‘‘thick’’ CLC layer of thicknessL.2l/(pDn) ~Ref. 1! the critical
field for untwisting of the cholesteric helix in the field of the light wave is determined b
the expression

uEucr
2 54p~v/c!2~ea /e!K22, ~1!

whereDn5ne2n0 , e'nav
2 , and the dielectric anisotropy at optical frequencies is

FIG. 3. Transmission of the mirrors as a function of time for laser radiation with a high pulse repetit
frequency: a! Mirror No. 1; b! mirror No. 2; c! mirror No. 3~* — time when the laser was switched off, ** —
time when the laser was switched back on!.

FIG. 4. Power of a laser with CLC mirror No. 3 versus time for the following switching regimes: * — from cw
to pulsed; ** — from pulsed to cw; *** — from cw to pulsed, **** — from pulsed to cw.
426 426JETP Lett., Vol. 63, No. 6, 25 March 1996 Lukishova et al.
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Using the relation~2!, we obtain from Eq.~1!

uEucr
2 '~32p3K22/l

2!~Dn/nav!. ~3!

For l51.064 mm, Dn50.174, nav51.6, andK2255•1027 we obtainEcr52.1•104

V/cm and 2l/(pDn)53.9mm, i.e., less thanL for all three crystals. In our experiments
the electric field strength at the center of the beam is;(2.227)•104 V/cm, i.e., higher
thanEcr .

We note that the untwisting of the cholesteric helix by the field of a powerful lig
wave in the region of selective reflection is substantially different from the untwisting
the helix in a low-frequency field, since in the latter caseEcr

2 ;ea
21 ~Ref. 2!. In contrast

to the field with a constant direction in the low-frequency case, the direction of
electric field vector of a circularly polarized light wave changes over the thickness o
CLC layer. The field of the light wave decays exponentially over a distanceLc;ea

21 and
does not ‘‘see’’ the remaining thickness of the CLC.1 Comparing our results with the
experimental investigations of the increase in the pitch of the cholesteric helix
low-frequency electric field lying in the plane of the CLC layer,11,12 we note that the
electric field reached in our experiments was much higher than the untwisting fie
Refs. 11 and 12 (;104 V/cm!. We also note that in Ref. 12 the pitch of the choleste
helix in a CLC layer on whose surfaces the director was anchored increased in a
monotonic, step-like manner. Apparently, this is what explains the nonmonotonic~step!
dependence of the transmittance of the CLC mirror on the irradiation time in our exp
ments also~Fig. 3a, c!. The smearing of the steps is due to the radial distribution of
intensity in the light beam and hence the change in the intensity of the electric field o
light wave over the cross section of the beam. Deformation energy accumulates i
CLC layer over the interaction time of a single laser pulse~500 ns!, and this energy is
partially dissipated during the ‘‘quiet’’ period between the pulses~200 ms!, since the
relaxation time of the deformed helix is of the order of 1000ms. Therefore the untwisting
of a cholesteric helix in an optical field occurs only over a quite long time~accumulation
of nonlinear changes13!.
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